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ABSTRACT 

Line transect techniques were employed in a survey to determine 
the density of the deep-sea red crab, Garron gu1nquedens. Photograpns 
of the sea bottom were taken in continental slope waters off north
eastern U. S. from offshore Maryland (38CN., 74OW.) to Georges Bank 
(41.50 N., 66OW.) in July 1974. Water depths at the 33 sampling stations 
ranged fram 210 to 1,463 meters. Photographs were taken with a sled
mounted undeLYater camera system towed along the sea bottom by R/V 
Albatross IV. Some of the basic mathematical concepts on which this 
survey was based are analyzed and show the utility. of the line transect 
method. 

PART A: INTRODUCTION 

A line transect. is a survey technique wherein tho nWibor of orlani.sms 

of a liven species are recorded. as observed along a pa'th. usually a stra.i&ht. 

line, tb.rauah the survey ana. The Nat.ional Marine Fisheries Service applJ.ed 

thi.s technique in conducting a quantitative photorraphic survey of the deep-sea 

red crab, ~ guinsuedens Smiu, off northeastern United States in June-July 

1914. Survey operat.1an.s wen conducted 1D cont1Dent.al slope waters at d.epths 

between 229 and 1,646 III in the area extendinl &om off:shore Maryland (3SoN .• 140WJ 
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IU)rtheanward ;0 ;he oas;em end of Georse. aaDk (41.50N., 66"lQ. The priJlary 

purpose of ;he survey W&I to obtaiD quantitative e.ti .. te. of the number and 

bi..... of rod crabs in that resion. Secondary purpose. were to as.e.s the 

.i.e composi;ion of ;hi. specie., end to obtaiD additional infOrmation on i;. 

di.ttibudon, life hinory, UId leol0ir. General information resulting from 

;hi. survey was reported by Wisley, Theroux, and Itlrray (1975) • I!mphasis in 

;hat report was placed on the quantitative di.tribution of ;he red crab in terms 

of density end bio .... ; ecological end statistical aspects were secondary. The 

purpo.e of the pre.ent report iS,to review the statistical aspect. of lino 

;ransect theory as it pertains to thi. survey. 

Materials and Methods 

The survey W&I conducud froll aboard ;he research vessel ALBATROSS IV, a 

57-II vessel opereted for ;he Kortheast Fisherie. Center by the National Ocean 

Survey, Office of Fleet Operetions, NOAA. Samplins gear of two types was used 

on ;his survey: (1) an underwater photographic system (Figure 1), which took in 

!!E! photographs of ;he sea bot;om end constitu.n; opibenthic fauna, and (2) an 

ot~.r trawl used to catch red cTabs. 

Pho;ographs of the sea bOUDII were obtaiDed fOr tho purpose of detemining 

;he density of rod crabs. The photographic system consisted of a 70-1IIIl camere 

end stroboscopic ligh; IIIOUIlted on a large steel sled. DilIIensions of ;he sled are: 

2.7 m long, 2.1 • wide, and 1.9 • high. It was constructed of heavy-gauge 6.4-"'" 

diameter steel pipe, and runners 25.4 em broad and 2.5 em thick. 'The sled weigh. 

1,225 kg. The camera was a I!ydro-Products Deep Sea Photographic Camera, Model 

PC-70S; the strobe unit was a I!ydro-Products, Deep Sea Strob, Model PF-730. 

FUm used was Kodak Ektachrome EF dayligh; (color) and Kodak Tri-X Pan (black 

and white). 

Stations were pre-selected accoTding to a stratified random design. Previous 

information indicated that crab densities could be expected to be highest at 

water dep;h. between approximately 250 and 500.. Thus, a IUgher proportion 

of sampling stations were scbeduled for that bathymetric zone. At each station 

where the sea floor was sui table the photo sled was towed at a speed of 1 to 2 

knots. Suitability of the bottom was evaluated by means of echo~sounding JUSt 
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Figure 1. Sled-mounted photographic system. Camera is mounted at the 
upper right-center of sled (reader's left), the electronic 
flash unit is in the forward corner, the power pack is 
fastened horizontally at the left center of the sled. and 
the orientation pinger is mounted vertically in the rear 
corner. 

prior to launching the photo sled. At shallower depths. less than 585 m. an ELAC 

fathometer was used and in deeper water an EDO instrument was used. The tow 

duration of the photo sled at each station ranged from 30 to 7S minutes. depending 

on local conditions (bottom roughness. anchored fishing gear. etc.). The camera 

was programmed to obtain a photograph every 10 seconds; thus the maximum. number of 

photographs during one tow WlS approximately 400. Upon completion of the photo-sled 

tow, the film was removed, and a short strip (1 to 2 m) was developed to monitor 

focus. strobe light pOSition, exposure. etc. The remainder of the film was brought 

to the laboratory ashore and sent to commercial film processors for developing 

and printing. A total of 18,000 photographs was obtained at 33 stations. Of this 

total, 8.262 photographs representing the best quality for enumeration purposes 

were selected for quantitative analyses. 
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PART 8: STATISTICAL MEniODOLOGY 

In the weual l1Aa traaaect setup, the observer moves along a tranaect 

and records the aumber of orgauisms .sighted. However, not. all organisms 

present in the region uDder study may he actually observed. In fact, those 

further avay frOID. !:he transect are less 11k.ely tD be sigbted. Thus observed 

dena1ty cauds to be an underestimate of the true density of the organisms. In 

order to r.move Chis visibility bias, the investigator may either inflate 

the recorded count of the organisms or replace the area of the region by 

something smaller, called .ffective area. The line transect theory provides a 

mathod to determine the effective area by using right angle distances to the 

organisms sighted, for ~plet see Burnham and Anderson (1976). Eberhardt 

(1978),Gaces (1968, 1978), and Seber (1973). This is achieved by introducing 

the concepc of visibility funccion ,(x) defined as che probability of 

sighcing an or,anism preseat at righc aagle distance x. The shape of the 

visibility function g(x) is usually reflected in the empirical graph of the 

number of sighted organisms against their right angle distances. In accord 

with intuition, these graphs are usually decreasing. 

For the data under study in this paper, the counts of organisms first 

increase and then decrease with the right angle distances. This unusual 

feature can be. however, explained by decreasing visibility coupled with pro

grass1vity expanding field of view of the camera. This composite effect can 

be represented by what we call a weighted visibility function. In what followS, 

we use this concept to develop certain methods for estimating population 

densit"!. 

Weighted Visibllity Function and Effective Area 

nt. camara was moWlted on the slad at an angle with the hor1zonul. As 

a cons.queue. of this, what appears to be a rectangle in the pnotograph is in 

fact a trapezoid on the OCaaD floor. This is displayed in Figure 2. Lat a 

anA a be the base and the height of tbe tra~ezoid. The length of the trapezoid 

at distance z is of the form a + bx t wher. b is a dimensionless constant. 

lor our sacul'. the numu1c::.al values of a, b, .and 11 are 2.a68m •• 961, and 

'.4911 r .. pect1voly. 
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(A) (8) 
Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of (A) the actual field of view 

on the ocean floor and (B) its photographic image. 

When a crab was detected on the photograph, its right angle distance x 

was ma&Sured by superimposing a grid and counting the number of squares to the 

crab. !hi. procedure was, however, found to be tedious and time-consuming. 

As an alternative to measuring the distances, the field of view was divided 

into five zones as indicated in Figure 2, and the number of crabs was counted 

tor each zone. Originally all the five zones were of equal width. But it was 

fouad that, near the sled, sediment clouds obscured the visibility. and therefore, 

only che upper half ot c:h. first zona has been analyzed. 

Now, if g(x) is the visibility function, and n(x) is the number of 

crabs sighted in the trapezoid strip (x, x+~) • 

E[o(x) ) • s.D. (a+bx)6x . g(x) (1) 

where s is the number of frames (photographs) and D is the density. This 

i~lies that the probability density function f(x) of recorded x is propor-

tional to (a+bx)g(x) giving 

where 

fIx) • (a+bx)g(x) 
w 

a < x < H 

R 
w • r (.+bx)g(x)~. 

o 
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Further, from equ.t~on (1) ve can estimate density 0 by 

Aa 1. well known, the minimum variance pooled estimate is then given by 

D • --~--~'--------K 
• r 

o 
(a+bx) g (x) dx 

( 4) 

wnere n is the toea! number of crabs recor~ed on 9 frames. Because of the 

nature of equation (4). w is called the effective area per frame. 

In order to ~t11ize (4), we need to know w. wnicb appears as a parameter 

in the probability density function of the recorded righe angle distances as 

,iven in equation (2). The parameter w can be estimated in principle frem 

th ••• distances. We discus. ~ possible methods in the next two sections. 

Exponential Estimators 

The exponential s1ghtin~ function has received considerable attention in 

ehe 11ne transect literature. For our purposes in the present scudy we use 

g(x) • 
-AX • o < x < H 

The graph of the cor~es~ond1ng weighted visibility function 
-AX (a+bx) e . 

increases for small x and decreases for large x as needed in our present 

study. While the appropriateness of the exponential sighting function for our 

data is discussed laeer. we provide the necessary resules for estimatin~ the 

density here. 

th. effactive are. is g~ven by 

" . (6) 

The max1vn"m likelihood estimat. of A is the solution of 

x • 2 1. -AH 
• - - - [-- (1 -. ) 

A " A2 
(1) 
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crainl the method of statistical differentials. (see Johnson and Katz, 1969, 

p.29), the asymptotic. var1&D.c:e of 0 in (4) is given by 

Var(D) • JL 
ow 

(8) 

The variance to mean ratio 1s known to be related to spatial pattern. It is one 

for Poisson pattern and exceeds one for aggregated pattern. Althoulh there 

is indication of some asgreKation in our data. in the analysis section we have 

set the variance to mean ratio to be one, thus giving an underestimate for 

the asymptotic variance of D. We feel, however, that the bias 1s not serious. 

Cox Estimators 

As Eberhardt (1978) has discussed, the Cox estimators provide estimates of 

the density when no parametric form is assumed for the sighting function. 

Puccing x· 0 in equation (2) gives 

f(O) • ~ 
" 

provided g(O) can be assumed to be unity. The Cox method obtains the 

esti~te of w by estimating f(O) as follows. 

f<:c) 
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Consider the first twa zones vith widths • Ild respectively . 

in ehBse zones. Tholl be the observed counts of 
nl are estimated by ~ and The linear extrapolation back to the 

origin gives the estimate 

HO) -

Combining (4), (9) and (10) gives Cox estimator 

1 
D • saA 

(10) 

(11) 

Under random spatial pattern. n
l 

and n Z are independent Poisson. It follows 

that VareD) can be estimated by 

V.r(D) -
1 

(.aA) 2 

64 
( 

PARX C: DATA ANALYSIS 

Density Est~at1on by Zoue Counts 

We Ul1.lScrace the methodology of Part:. Busing zoue counts from. three 

(12) 

stations (16, 21, 67). Computations and estimates are summarized in Table 1. 

tfoce that x. is computed from. grouped data 1D the farm of zone counts. The 

effece of grouping au the estimates is not sizable, as discussed. in a later 

section. 

We have assumed the exponential visibility function for parametric 

approach. This as8~t1on appears reasonable, at least according to tne chi-

square test. The Cox estimates are based on non-parame~ric procedures that do 

not assume a parametric form for the visibility function. It is interesting to 

compare the exponential estimates with Cox estimates. As axpacted of non-

parametric procedures, the Cox estimates have larger standard errors. Further 

we observe that the two density estimates are close for Station 16. For 

Station 21, the Cox .,ttm&te 1s smaller than the exponential estimate, 

whereas the reverse 1s true for Station 67. For this reason, it may be 

worthwhile to examine more closely the exponentiality of the visibility function. 
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TABLE 1: 

Photo 
Station Zona 

16 1 

DENSITY ESTIMATION 
SIGHrING FUNCTION. 
DEV!ATTON) 

Zoae 

- 9 -

US [NG ZONE COUNTS AND E..'(PONENTllL 
(ESTIMATES ARE t ONE STANDARD 

Number of Crabs 
M1d.-point Observed Ex'Pec.cad Est.imates 
(Motor.) 

.305 II 10.7 Exponential Estimates 

A • .207 III 
-1 

; W • 16.47 ID ·2 1.22 22 22.5 
Depth: 

. 
D • 149 t:: 30 crabs/ha 530-530 III 

3 2.44 22 22.6 
Cox Estimates 

394 frames 4 3.66 23 21.5 . 
15.42 2 " . III , 

5 4.88 19 19.8 0 • 160 t 65 erabs/ha 

- 2 x • 2.69 97 X3 •• 17 

21 1 .305 17 20.5 Ex~onent1al Estimates 

A • -1 
; IJ· 9.92 2 

2 1.22 40 35.9 
.414 III III 

Depth: D • 299 t 48 crabs/ha 
393-412 III 3 2.44 34 28.0 

Cox Estimates 
404 frames 4 3.66 12 20.7 ,,- 13.12 2 

" 
5 4.88 17 14.8 o • 226 ± 79 crabs/ha 

• 2.20 120 
2 

x X J • 6.3 

67 1 .305 18 14.0 Exponential Estimates 

\ . . 323 " 
-1 ; ~ • 12.24 m 

2 1.22 26 26.5 
Depth: D • 189 t 36 crabs/ha 
412-960 " 3 2.44 18 23.1 

2 

Cox Estimates 
423 frames 4 3.66 17 19.1 , 2 " . 8.72 " 

5 4.88 19 15.J o • 266 :: 77 crabs/ha 

- 98 I 2 
~ 3.5 x "" 2.41 XJ 

Appropriateness of Exponential Visibility Function 

For each zone, the observed and expected number of crabs ~ere divided 

by the zonal area. These densiti~s are plotted in Figure 3 against the zone mid-

points. The observed and expected points closely match for Station 16. For 

Station 21, the observed plot appears to be more like half-normal thar. ex~onential. 
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Figure 3: Observed and expected crab dens icy versus right angle distance 
at. three stations. 

The use of exponea.t1al sighting func cion in suc.h a o::.ase tends to over-

es~1matB the populacicn density. !his may part.ly expl..Un the smaller valu.e of 

the nou-paramacr1c Cox estimate for Station 21. Examination of the plots for 
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StaC~QD 61 reveals ~hat observed points fall off mere rapidly and are mora 

c.onvex than the &Spaceed po1nts~ !n this case, cha exponen'tial .stimate is 

likely to be an uDder_stimac.. !his may parcly explain the larger value of 

ella a.on-par.acr1.c Cox astilDate for Station 67. 

In v'1ew of the above o bsanat ions , it would be: more d.esirabla to wrk with 

a richer and mora flexible family of visibility functions which includes a wide 

variety of shapes. A promising possibility lies in the exponencial-power-

f~y defined by 

This family includes the exponential (y-l) , half-normal shapes (y>l) , and 

shape. more convex than the exponential (O<y<l). Estimation procedures for 

this family are presently under invastisation. 

Effect of Grouping 

For the three stations under consideration, some data was also available 

in the form of measurements of right angle distances. This has enabled uS to 

study the effect of grouping referred to earlier. This study is summarized in 

Table 2. It shows that grouping tends to underestimate the density est1=ates and 

their standard errors. The bias introduced in the density estimates seems, however, 

small for the sizes of the standard errors. Thus, one may choose to work with 

zonal count data and not L~end any effort in measuring right angle distances. 

In t~s context, the question of 'how many zones' should be examined further. 

!w::I1am. It.. 1. ami .l.a<!usou. O. R. (1976). tL;rhemac1caJ ""da.l.s 
fQ'r aOB-1luamacrt.c. i.AfSX'ClCU from 1.1:. t.ransllC'/; data. 
U.,..cr'..cs 11: 3:zs.-3J6. 

ElIuI>u1!:, L. L. (1978). rnns.c" Hcheds fo~ papuJ. .. c:!.ou S1:ud:Las. 
J. IlUdUfa __ " ll: 1-31. 

~: ... C. ~. (1968). w.o.. c:au.,," =acheci at. asc:!mac1:lg ~ou.a 
PClIuUUml d""l1t1,... 3icmacn.:. l!.: US-14S. 
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TABLE 2: G1Ul1lPiliG EFFEC! ON EXPaIEliTLIL ESTlMATES 

Stac10n 16: 51 Crab. 

Ungrouped Estimacas Grouped Estimates 

x • 2 .. 23 m. x • 2.26 ED 

). _ .400 10-1 

W· 10.24 102 
W - 10.55102 

D • 240 ± 55 crab./ha D - 233 : 54 crabs/ha 

Seat10n 21: 93 Crabs 

Ungrouped estimates Grouped Estimates 

x • 2.21 m 

~ •• 410 10-1 

10.01 102 
w· 

o - 297 : 53 crabs/ha 

Station 67: S2 Crabs 

Uagrouped Estimates 

x· 1. 99 10 

A • • 510 10 
-1 

B.12 10 
2 

W • 

o • 2B5 ± 62 crabs/ha 

C 13 

JC. 2.30 m 

A •• 370,,-1 

10.96 ,,2 W' 

D • 271 ! 49 crabs/ha 

Grouued Estimates 

x • 2.07 m 

~ -1 . .472 m 

2 " . B.77 m 

o • 264 ± SB crabs/ha 
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TABLE 3: SIGHTING DISTANCES BY STAUON 

S <at1on 16: 51 Crabs 

56 10 38 36 18 51 

86 163 122 142 142 142 102 il7 173 127 51 173 147 168 112 
173 61 

254 183 295 . 224 183 239 254 244 213 254 193 213 244 

305 396 335 366 3.15 396 325 361 335 .J25 

498 503 488 498 498 

Station 2l: 93 Crabs 

10 5 25 20 5 20 51 25 31 

81 142 132 147 112 61 76 91 152 165 163 142 71 168 61 132 
132 76 61 142 112 142 152 132 132 158 122 158 158 

274 305 244 183 239 183 239 264 198 244 290 224 302 234 254 
254 254 198 193 264 290 284 183 295 254 183 239 254 193 

335 386 386 356 386 335 396 340 356 305 305 345 356 315 330 
371 305 356 

427 457 427 518 457 457 427 488 

Station 67: 52 Crabs 

46 41 41 30 41 

112 163 107 132 31 122 61 61 168 81 81 112 152 173 1G3 
81 

203 185 244 279 274 193 213 193 224 213 193 133 239 284 

305 335 305 351. 396 366 366 422 386 416 366 

427 
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